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SWITCHES AC VS DC by Art Bianconi (EAA 92330) Technical Counselsor 1216 99 Dover Green Staten Island, NY 10312 Some years ago I w».s fortunate to be able to work alongside engineers from Underwriters Laboratories (UL) during destructive testing of electrical devices. It was part of my apprenticeship as a designer for a major electrical manufacturer and it was during this period that I acquired an appreciation for the vital differences between AC and DC ratings for switches. I share this with you because I am growing increasingly concerned at the widespread lack of appropriateness most aircraft builders demonstrate when selecting switches for the cockpit environment. Each time a builder asks me to perform a pre-FAA inspection of the aircraft, I carefully inspect the switches and to date over three-fourths of the projects inspected have turned up AC rated or non-rated switches in DC circuits. There is a large scale misconception that any switch can be used so long as its current rating exceeds the maximum load in the circuit. "Current is current; what difference does it make whether



it's DC or AC? Besides, I'm using a 125 volt AC switch in a circuit with only 12 volts!" The differences in load carrying capability are dramatically non-linear and are best appreciated by carefully inspecting a high-quality switch carrying both AC and DC ratings. Typical of this is the roller and bar micro switch made by MICRO Corporation (Part No. DT2RV23-A7). Rated at 10 amps at 125 or 250 volts AC, the same switch can only carry .3 (that's three-tenths!) of an amp at 125 volts DC. If DC voltage is increased to 250 volts, the current rating drops even further to .15 amps! In real terms, this represents less than 1/ 60 of the original load carrying ability and all we did was go from 250 volts AC to 250 volts DC! Those of you who can still remember the old Kettering coil ignition systems will recall that when the condenser in the distributor went bad, the points generally turned blue and melted down in just a few minutes. Cockpit switches don't have the benefit of condensers to absorb the electrical inertia present in a DC circuit and, as a result, the gap temperatures get hot enough to weld contacts, even those made with exotic high temperature alloys. The reason for this is simple enough to appreciate: because AC current changes directions 120 times a second in a 60 cycle circuit; there are 120 times when there is no current flowing at all. The current actually helps turn itself off the moment it sees a gap and switch desrgners use this phenomenon to help reduce the cost of manufacturing AC



switches. In DC circuits, however, the "push" is constant even when the points begin to open and the resulting arc is DC current's way of demonstrating its resistance to termination. "But won't my circuit breakers protect me?" No, they won't. Fuses and CB's provide overload protection and a welded set of contacts will not, by themselves, cause an increase in circuit load. Furthermore, what often happened during UL testing was that the points welded shut making it impossible to open the circuit. Cycling the switch to the open position was often misleading — yes, the lever moved but inside the switch, the cam had separated from the welded points and while it appeared to have interrupted the circuit, the circuit was, in fact, still hot. If the circuit involved was your fuel transfer pump or fuel boost pump and you thought it turned off when in fact it was still running, what would the consequences be? If it were a flap or elevator trim motor or a gear retraction device, how would a tripped circuit breaker save you if the activating switch was welded closed and in a mode other than what is required for a safe landing? A DC rated switch will cost you about 3 times more than an AC rated switch of identical current capacity. If your panel sports 10 switches (which is not likely) the difference will be less than $35 (in 1986 dollars). You've gotten this far. Is it worth jeopardizing your investment or your safety by cutting corners with cheap or improperly rated switches?
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ac toggle switches - DOCUMENTOP.COM 

NO. DE CATÃ�LOGO HBL182S20LEDH. Luz de trabajo de 20' (6 m) C/conector y 1 lÃ¡mpara LED. LÃºmenes por lÃ¡mpara: 1100. Volts de entrada: 120 VCA 60Hz 0.08 amperios 9,6 Watts. NÃºmero mÃ¡ximo de luces interconectadas: 25 luminarias por circuito total. 
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ac toggle switches AWS 

HBL60CM84A, HBL60CM84WA et HBL6084. -Utilice 4 tornillos M para montar en cajas Hubbell (HBL60CM83A, HBL60CM83WA, HBL6083,. HBL60CM84A, HBL60CM84WA, HBL6084) de la serie FD. S Â¼ In. Thick. 6 mm d'Ã©paisseur. 6 mm Espesor. (V) Bonding Jumpers. Tresse
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PINCE ACCESSOIRE AC/DC 

minimiser l'influence du champ magnétique externe. 4. Pour les mesures de courants continus, l'affichage est positif lorsque le courant circule du haut vers.
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circuitlab ac dc transformer dbid 51pc 
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AC DC - Whole Lotta Rosie. - Drums and Co 

Album : Let There Be Rock (Atco Records) 1977. 5' 23". Hard Rock. Transcription : Rufus O'Callaghan. 2003. www.drumsandco.com ...
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AC DC - Back In Black. - Drums and Co 

Album : Back In Black (Atco Records) 1980. 4' 13". Hard Rock. Transcription : Rufus O'Callaghan. 2003. www.drumsandco.com ...
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AC DC - Highway To Hell. - Drums and Co 

Album : Highway To Hell (Atlantic Records) 1979. 3' 26". Hard Rock. Transcription : Rufus O'Callaghan. 16 05 2004. www.drumsandco.com ...
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Hier soir, AC/DC a donnÃ© 

de la fille, ce renversement de hiÃ©rarchie en miroir qu'il existe entre la ... chansons du couple mythique Gall-Berger, le public va alors dÃ©couvrir l'histoire de ...
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PINCE AMPEREMETRIQUE 1000A AC et DC DIGITAL CLAMP ... 

rapport cyclique. 500V DC. 32KHz. 10Hz. Â±( 1.0% + 4 dgt) de 20% Ã  80% ou AC RMS. NOTE:. Pour les frÃ©quences 100KHz, les mesures peuvent ...
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Universal AC/DC/USB Portable Power Source Source d'alimentation ... 

power source design and is designed for reliable and trouble-free performance. ..... prévues pour un appareil numérique de classe B, définies dans la section 15 ...
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MW3032 300A TRMS AC and DC Clamp Multimeter - Amazon Web ... 

Anneau de garde : dispositif de sécurité. Protection de l'utilisateur. Ne jamais positionner vos doigts au-delà de cette limite. 10. Mâchoire : dispositif pour ...
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Rocketfish AC/DC Power Adapter Adaptateur d'alimentation CA/CC ... 

Built-in circuit protection: Over voltage, under voltage, over ..... utilisant le connecteur USB intégré : ... Protection de circuit intégrée Surtension, sous-tension,.
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INTELLAPATCH Switches 

concurrent users. â–« Assign 4 different privilege levels to users (Guest, Basic Operator,. Advanced Operator, Admin). IntellaPatch: Multiuser Access & Security ...
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Switches - Codientu.org 

SS89A1. UGN3503U. 3503. SS94A-. UGS3501U. 3503. S546. A3187LUA. 3175, 512. Microswitch. (Honeywell) listed for reference only. TLE4945F. UGN3132U.
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Toogle switches 

Dead Man function. High reliability. Low overall. Conception. IEC/EN 60947 & 60077 & 60571. High resistance to vibrations & shocks. IEC/EN 61373, CEM IEC/EN 50121. Fire & smoke classification. NFF 16-101&102 and EN 45545. Driver pedals ...
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AC-10S, AC-10F 

AC-10S, AC-10F. Access Control. Clavier Ã  Codes rÃ©tro-Ã©clairÃ©. TÃ¼rcodemodul. Control de acceso. Codeklavier. Surface mount type. Clavier saillie. Aufputztyp.
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DC 

Miniature, 1W Isolated .... Isolation. 1s flash test. 1. kVrms. Voltage. 60s test, UL1950(1). 1. kVrms ..... Transformer drive transistors have a characteristically low.
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DC 

s Up to 88% Efficiency s Small ... 5V Output Efficiency ..... Information furnished by Linear Technology Corporation is believed to be accurate and reliable.
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Down DC-DC 

REJECTION RATIO vs. FREQUENCY. 20 .... only operation or low-voltage AC adapter usage. ... than VOUT, but the AC adapter output is greater than. VOUT.
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HANDLE FOR DiscONNEct switcHEs 

Coupez l'alimentation de cet appareil avant d'y travailler. • Utilisez toujours ... Modification de la poignée afin de pouvoir cadenasser en I et O. Modificación de la ...
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10222ce limit switches 2016 
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DoC B3 Switches 
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ACM 85 AC 125 AC 175 AC 225 - Frigoristes.fr 

Replacement of ice level light control. Replacement of P.C. ... Replacement of fan motor ... Cleaning instructions of water system. Page 01 ..... electrical power connections to wire cord provided ...... voltage integrated with a program selector, of
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Automatic Transfer Switches - tadewanclik 

CSA, NFPA, IEEE, IBC and NEMA ICS 10. Together as a .... 6 power.cummins.com. > PowerCommand control. Microprocessor-based controls are developed.
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